openQA Tests - action #88203
[qe-core] test fails in consoletest_setup - visual artifacts from previous tty (user-console) when
switching from serial terminal to tty (root-console)
2021-01-25 17:36 - SLindoMansilla

Status:

New

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

Bugs in existing tests

2021-01-25

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:
Difficulty:
Description

Observation
visual artifacts from previous tty (user-console) when switching from serial terminal to tty (root-console)
Needs investigation, it may be a problem of the qemu VNC or a product bug.

Reproducible
Scenario sle-15-SP3-Online-aarch64-minimal_x+uefi@aarch64
Fails since Build 124.5
Current occurrence 132.4
Last good: 72.1
latest
Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action #88486: [qe-core] test fails in consoletest_...

Workable

2021-02-09

Related to openQA Tests - action #87886: [qe-core] test fails in consoletest_...

Resolved

2021-01-18

Related to openQA Tests - action #34339: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] t...

Blocked

2018-04-05

Related to openQA Tests - action #91112: [qe-core][qem] test fails in console...

Resolved

History
#1 - 2021-01-25 17:37 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated
#2 - 2021-01-25 17:40 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #60989: [qe-core][functional][opensuse] test fails in consoletest_finish - ensure_unlocked_desktop unreliable added
#3 - 2021-01-25 17:41 - SLindoMansilla
Sometimes this happens: #60989
#4 - 2021-01-25 19:33 - SLindoMansilla
related? https://bugzilla.opensuse.org/show_bug.cgi?id=1160707
#5 - 2021-04-30 09:18 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to action #88486: [qe-core] test fails in consoletest_setup - Extract check_console_font to it's own test module, and schedule it only in the
default scenario added
#6 - 2021-04-30 09:18 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to action #91545: [opensuse][qe-core] Upgrade tests: stall detected (consoletest_finish) added
#7 - 2021-04-30 09:19 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to action #87886: [qe-core] test fails in consoletest_setup - system switches to X11 console when it shouldn't added
#8 - 2021-04-30 09:19 - tjyrinki_suse
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- Related to action #34339: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] test fails in consoletest_setup - generic text login matching too early, causing mistyping
-- was " login prompt not ready to type - missing keys while typing login" added
#9 - 2021-04-30 11:15 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to action #91112: [qe-core][qem] test fails in consoletest_setup - probably will never be fixed, remove softfail and adjust test added
#10 - 2021-05-04 08:43 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to deleted (action #91545: [opensuse][qe-core] Upgrade tests: stall detected (consoletest_finish))
#11 - 2021-05-04 08:43 - tjyrinki_suse
- Related to deleted (action #60989: [qe-core][functional][opensuse] test fails in consoletest_finish - ensure_unlocked_desktop unreliable)
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